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It is recommended that the Audit Committee receive for information the attached Internal 

Audit Report and Management Response.  
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 TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION 

 

 

TO  R. Beecroft        
  

FROM  C. Leach 

 

DATE  October 17, 2011 

 

SUBJECT Internal Audit re: Finance – Capital Accounting Section 

 

 

The audit of the Capital Accounting section of the Finance Department is now complete.  The 

results of the audit tests indicate the section is well-managed, and internal controls are 

functioning satisfactorily.  Therefore, we concluded our audit work at the end of the Survey 

Report phase.   

 

However, during the Survey Report phase, Audit identified the need for Management to 

review tasks performed by Field Audit Staff to ensure processes are efficient, risk-based, 

value-added and properly documented.  Specifically, Management should consider the 

following: 

 

Site Visits 

 

The process and procedures followed by the Field Auditor for identifying, prioritizing and 

scheduling potential site visit audits should be formally documented as part of standard 

operating procedures.  Selected audits should be rationalized in accordance with formal risk 

criteria, and coordinated to ensure timely completion and coverage.  Performance measures 

for site visit activities should be developed and monitored by Management to ensure the 

Field Auditor is held accountable for the process. 

 

Procedures performed during site visits should ensure sufficient, objective evidence is 

gathered to determine whether contract terms are being followed, including adherence to 

inspection, deficiency reporting and product submittal processes where applicable.  The 

results of all site visits should be summarized and formally communicated to appropriate 

parties.  Any outstanding issues or concerns noted during the site visits should include 

follow-up and responses from Management acknowledging the identified issues. 

 

Certificates of Payment 

 

Extensive time is currently spent by Field Audit Staff reviewing the accuracy of calculations 

for all (100%) Certificates of Payment (COP’s), and preparing Excel spread-sheets to track 

holdback amounts.  However, holdback and other calculations are generated by the Contract 

Management System (CMS) and are subject to multiple levels of review by Contract  
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Administration, Project/Site Staff and Senior Management.  As such, the risk of holdback 

and other calculation errors going undetected prior to COP submission to Capital Accounting 

Staff is low, rendering a 100% audit approach inefficient. 

 

Instead, Field Audit Staff should perform audit procedures that ensure contract adherence, 

and assess the adequacy and consistency of processes being followed by TTC Contract 

Administration Staff.  Value added procedures should focus attention on ensuring: the 

adequacy of Contract Administration review procedures and level of compliance by all 

Contract Administrators to these procedures; and overall adherence of contractors and 

consultants to stated contract terms and conditions.  Sampling techniques that focus on 

high-risk transactions, such as foreign exchange adjustments and hold-back calculations 

should be adopted rather than the current 100% review approach.  Results of procedures 

performed should be documented and summarized. 

 

Supporting documentation detailing errors and corrective actions taken needs to be 

maintained, as well as, analyses of the nature and number of errors identified.  Derived 

information should then be used to recommend control improvements relating to certificate 

preparation and approval processes. 

 

We would like to thank the Capital Accounting Staff and Management for all the assistance 

and cooperation provided to us during our audit. 

 

 

 

 

 

Audit Manager 
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